14 est city; the central part with the largest population,
called by the Poles "Congress Kingdom" because its
boundaries as a separate kingdom had been arranged at
the Congress of Vienna in 1815—it was about as large as
New York state, as large as England plus Scotland; and
lastly the third part, Lithuania, that northern district
which from 1386 on was a part of Poland, its largest
town Wilno—not to be confounded with the political
division we know as Lithuania since the World War.
Many a man born in that northern section would say
proudly when asked if he was a Pole, "Yes, I am *
Lithuanian," just as some Britishers answer, "Yes, I
am Scotch—or Welsh/' just as some Americans answer,
"Yes, I am a Virginian," or "Yes, I?m a New Eng-
lander."
After the insurrection of 1S63 these three parts of
Russian Poland were ruled by military governors chosen
by the czar. The whole administration was Eussian.
That was the language used in schools and courts, in all
, official business. There was no local self-government, no
trial by jury—privileges that the Eussians enjoyed. Es-
tates were confiscated, their owners exiled, and "con-
tributions," as they were euphoniously termed, demanded
—exorbitant sums that beggared the victims.
Here is the record for twenty months in "Congress
Kingdom":
396 executions
12,211 prison sentences
10,398 of these for penal servitude
7,000 and more exiled
1,979 of these sent to Siberia
1,660 estates confiscated, to say nothing of the sums that
went into the pockets of Eussian officials.
But nowhere was the punishment so severe as in
Lithuania, a district always distinguished for patriotism.
It was no longer considered a part of Poland, but was
Russian soil. It became the house of servitude par ex-
cellence. Here Count Muraviev was governor, he whom

